Abstract. We extend nearness frames to posets representing bases and even subbases of T 1 spaces. This allows us to put a classic duality due to Wallman, between compact T 1 spaces and abstract simplicial complexes, into a general nearness framework. Within this framework we extend Wallman's duality to locally compact T 1 spaces and, with further modifications, to completely metrisable spaces. Moreover, we provide an elementary sublocale-free version of an admissibility condition due to Picado and Pultr and show how it strengthens Wallman's admissibility condition.
Introduction
The story really begins 80 years ago with a paper of Wallman, namely [Wal38] . Most attention was focused on the earlier lattice theoretic part of [Wal38] which, together with Stone's famous papers around the same time, gave birth to the field of point-free topology. However, in the latter part of [Wal38] , Wallman showed that more general posets arising from abstract simplicial complexes also provide a pointfree description of compact T 1 spaces. Here the vertices of the complex correspond to a subbasis of the space, while the simplices in the complex determine the covers of the space. Thus the complex could be considered as a point-free 'generalised uniform space'. This duality was well ahead of its time and it would be many years before point-free uniform or nearness structures were considered again.
On the pointed side of things, however, entourage uniformities were introduced by Weil around the same time, while Tukey introduced covering uniformities in [Tuk40] . These were significantly generalised by Morita in a series of papers [Mor51] which were somewhat overlooked at the time, despite their importance. Indeed, to quote Collins in [CM98], Morita's papers formed an 'extended rewriting of the basis of general topology' via generalised uniformities. Our goal in the present paper is to explore similar ideas but in a point-free context.
The word 'basis' here really is the key. Indeed, Morita made two key observations about covering uniformities:
(1) It is often best to weaken the star-refinement axiom.
(2) It usually suffices to work with a basis rather than all open sets.
The first observation was made independently several times thereafter, although in equivalent but superficially different contexts, like Herrlich's nearness spaces and Katětov's merotopic spaces (see [BHH98] for more on the history and interrelatedness of these structures). Once this equivalence became apparent, 'nearness spaces' gradually came to be synonymous with Morita's 'generalised uniform spaces'.
More recently, uniform and nearness structures have been considered in the point free context, namely on frames (see [PP12] ). However, what appears to have escaped attention is the fact that Morita's second observation is still valid in the point free context. More precisely, instead of considering covers on a frame, representing the entire collection of open sets of some space, we can work with a poset, representing a mere basis of some space, leaving the covers to carry most of the topological information, just like Wallman did in [Wal38] .
The significance of this observation is easy to overlook, but its practical and theoretical implications should not be underestimated. On the practical side of things, by working posets/bases we are dealing with much smaller, often countable objects. These will generally be easier to construct, often in more finite combinatorial ways, like from inverse systems of graphs in a manner similar to [DT18] . On the theoretical side of things, this illustrates that covers really do contain a lot of information about the space.
Indeed, on their own, posets arising from arbitrary bases of topological spaces do not retain much information about the space at all, excepting e.g. isolated points. For example, all second countable regular spaces without isolated points have bases which are isomorphic as posets (to the unique countable atomless Boolean algebra). So there is no way to distinguish, say, the unit interval from the Cantor space given just the order structure of some arbitrary basis.
To rectify this, we considered slightly stronger structures in locally compact Hausdorff spaces, namely bases closed under finite unions (see [BS18a] ) or bases together with the compact containment relation (see [BS18b] ). However, by obtaining the requisite extra structure from covers instead we are able to recover a much larger class of spaces than the locally compact Hausdorff ones. In fact, we can recover all T 1 spaces, including the non-sober ones. Moreover, as a bonus we get some additional uniform structure from which to define things like uniform continuity (although this will not be the focus of the present paper).
Outline
First, we set out some basic notation and terminology in §1. In §2, we then examine some elementary properties of Cauchy and round up-sets. The more standard approach would be to consider regular filters, which would be fine for bases in T 3 spaces. However, we will be working with subbases in T 1 spaces, which is why we must consider more general round up-sets. Under suitable extra conditions, they turn out to be the same thing, as becomes clear later on. Following that, we introduce the spectrum of round Cauchy up-sets in §3. In particular, in Proposition 3.3, we note that the spectrum allows us to recover any T 1 space from an arbitrary subbasis.
We come to our first duality in §4. The results in this sections are essentially all from [Wal38] , but reformulated in a way that makes it clearer how they relate to nearness structures and also easier to generalise. The main result is summarised in Theorem 4.6, which we repeat here:
Wallman posets are dual to subbases of compact T 1 spaces.
Here, Wallman posets are structures of the form (P, ≤, Θ) where Θ consists of finite subsets of P and Θ determines the ordering ≤ in a natural way (see Proposition 4.3). For details, see the comments following Theorem 4.6.
Before moving on, we digress to examine near subsets in §5. This is necessary in order to define appropriate 'restrictions' Θ|p to elements of P. Using these restrictions, we extend Wallman's duality to locally compact T 1 spaces. The main result is summarised in Theorem 6.9, we which again repeat here:
Generalised Wallman posets are dual to relatively compact subbases of locally compact T 1 spaces.
Basically, (P, ≤, Θ) is a generalised Wallman poset if the restrictions Θ|p are finite and can be patched together to obtain Θ, which is again required to determine the ordering ≤. For the technical details, see the comments following Theorem 6.9.
From §7 onwards, we move from general subbases to focus on bases. This is done in order to handle more general families of covers, like in the main result summarised in Theorem 7.9, specifically:
Abstract nearly finite proper Wallman admissible filters Θ ⊆ P(P) are dual to concrete * -coinitial filters Θ ⊆ C X (P) where P ⊆ O(X) is a basis of relatively compact sets on a locally compact T 1 space X = ∅.
The key point is that * -coinitial families of covers are general enough to include examples like the uniform covers of a locally compact metric space. We temporarily digress again in §8 to examine a notion of cover that applies to general posets. This is done in order to extend an admissibility condition due to Picado and Pultr from frames to posets, which we examine in §9. Even in the case of frames, our condition is somewhat simpler than the original in that it avoids any mention of sublocales and can be stated concisely as
(note that ⇒ is immediate if Θ consists of covers, it is the ⇐ part that is the key). In Theorem 9.3, we show that this is indeed equivalent to the sublocale version. In §10, we examine the 'uniformly below' relation ⊳, bringing us closer to the theory in [PP12] (although we are still working with more general posets rather than frames). Finally, we examine ⊳-regularity and the slightly weaker notion of star-regularity. In Theorem 11.5, we then show how any admissible Θ can be turned into a regular admissible family Θ R . This allows us to prove our final duality for completely metrisable spaces, summarised in Theorem 11.6 and repeated here:
Abstract countable admissible filters Θ ⊆ P(P) are dual to concrete countable complete locally uniform compatible filters Θ ⊆ C X (P) where P ⊆ O(X) is a basis of a completely metrisable space X.
Preliminaries
For a relation ≺ on a set P and S ⊆ P, define
Further define the following conditions on S.
We call any ≺-closed S ⊆ P an up-set when the relation is clear.
As in [PP12, VIII.2.1], we extend ≺ to P(P) = {S : S ⊆ P} by defining
When R ≺ S, we say that R refines S. Note that above we are using the standard convention of writing ≻ for the opposite relation of ≺, i.e. s ≻ r means r ≺ s. For subsets, however, S ≻ R is not the same as R ≺ S, indeed
Also note that we abuse notation by identifying elements with singleton subsets whenever there is no risk of confusion, e.g.
R ≺ q really means R ≺ {q}.
Let us denote the finite subsets of P (including the empty set ∅) by
Consider the following conditions on S ⊆ P.
When the relation is clear, we just refer to filters and directed subsets. Note filters are just directed up-sets and directed subsets are always non-empty, as ∅ ∈ F (S).
When ≺ is transitive and reflexive, we call ≺ a preorder and (P, ≺) a proset. The extension of ≺ to P(P) is then also a preorder. When ≺ is also antisymmetric, we call ≺ a partial order and (P, ≺) a poset. However, the extension of ≺ to P(P) is generally not antisymmetric (in fact this only happens when ≺ is =).
A topology on a set X is a collection of open subsets O(X) ⊆ P(X) that is closed under taking arbitrary unions and finite intersections. In particular, ∅ = ∅ and X = ∅ are always open. We call P ⊆ O(X) a basis if every p ∈ O(X) is a union of elements of P. We call P ⊆ O(X) a subbasis if the finite intersections of elements of P form a basis. Again note that we allow empty unions and intersections, so P = ∅ is both a basis for the empty space X = ∅ and a subbasis for the one-point space X = {x} (where space here means topological space, i.e. a set X together with a topology O(X), which is unique for the empty and one-point spaces).
Cauchy vs Round
Our primary goal is to investigate posets together with some additional structure coming from a distinguished family of subsets. Accordingly, throughout we assume (P, ≤, Θ) is structure where (P, ≤) is a poset and Θ ⊆ P(P).
So Θ is a very general kind of 'nearness'. We leave 'nearness' itself as a vague term for Θ satisfying some 'nice' properties (although 'near subset' will take on a precise meaning in §5). Exactly what these properties might be will depend on the kinds of spaces and coverings one is dealing with. The goal of the present paper is to explore these various properties, how they relate to each other and which ones are the weakest necessary to prove the results we want.
Our P is meant to represent a basis of some space X, ≤ is meant to represent inclusion ⊆ and Θ is meant to represent a family of basic open covers of X. We wish to recover the points of this hypothetical X via their basic open neighbourhood filters. Arbitrary filters in P will not do, e.g. these could correspond to the neighbourhoods of a subset rather than a single point. However, Θ allows us to identify precisely which filters should really correspond to points.
Firstly, as every C ∈ Θ represents a cover of the space, every neighbourhood filter of x ∈ X should contain some element of C. These are the 'Cauchy' filters, but again arbitrary Cauchy filters will not do, e.g. in a metric space different Cauchy filters can converge to the same point x. The neighbourhood filter of x is the smallest of these, which suggests we should consider minimal Cauchy filters.
In fact, at first we will even consider more general subbases. Then the above remarks still apply, the only difference is that the subbasic neighbourhoods of a point may only form an up-set, not a filter. Accordingly, we start by examining minimal or 'round' Cauchy up-sets.
Definition 2.1. Consider the following conditions on S ⊆ P.
Remark 2.2. Here we are following the terminology of [CH00, Definition 2.4 (b)], although the definitions there are restricted to filters. Also, the round subsets there are further required to satisfy C ∩ S = ∅, presumably so that non-Cauchy subsets are not automatically round. We prefer the above definition so that roundness is preserved by subsets, just as Cauchyness is preserved by supersets. Cauchy filters are defined likewise in [Mor89, Definition 2.1] but round filters are instead called 'weak star-filters' in [Mor89, Definition 2.10]. This differs from Morita's earlier terminology in [Mor51] where a stronger notion of Cauchy filter is given and round filters do not appear at all -round filters are originally from [Har71] , although even there the focus was on a slightly stronger notion for Hausdorff spaces.
If Θ is an up-set, every Θ-round Θ-Cauchy subset is also an up-set. Proposition 2.3. If R ⊆ P is Θ-round and Θ-Cauchy, Θ is an up-set ⇒ R is an up-set.
Proof. Say s ≥ r ∈ R. As R is Θ-round, we have some C ∈ Θ with C ∩ R ≤ r ≤ s and hence C ≤ D where D = (C \ R) ∪ {s}. As Θ is an up-set, D ∈ Θ. As R is Θ-Cauchy, ∅ = R ∩ D ⊆ {s} and hence s ∈ R, showing that R is an up-set.
Likewise, if Θ is directed, so are all Θ-round Θ-Cauchy up-sets.
Proposition 2.4. If R ⊆ P is a Θ-round Θ-Cauchy up-set then
Proof. Take any finite F ⊆ R. As R is Θ-round, for all f ∈ F , we have C f ∈ Θ with C f ∩ R ≤ f . As Θ is directed, we have C ∈ Θ with C ≤ C f , for all f ∈ F .
As R is Θ-Cauchy, we have c
The same result for filters is immediate from Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 2.4.
Corollary 2.5. If R ⊆ P is Θ-round and Θ-Cauchy then Θ is a filter ⇒ R is a filter.
As long as Θ avoids trivial subsets, so do Θ-round up-sets.
Proposition 2.6. If P has a minimum 0 then
Proof. If ∅ ∈ Θ or {0} ∈ Θ then P is Θ-round. Conversely, if P is Θ-round then, as 0 ∈ P, we have some C ∈ Θ with C ≤ 0, the only possibilities for which are C = ∅ or C = {0}. This proves the first ⇔, while the second is immediate.
Equivalent definitions of Θ-round and Θ-Cauchy could have been given in terms of the complement P \ R. For up-sets, these can be stated as follows. Note here Θ ≤ denotes the ≤-closure of Θ, i.e. the family of all subsets refined by subsets in Θ.
Next, we have the following analog of [Har71, Lemma 1 (b)].
Proposition 2.8. If Q ⊆ P is a Θ-Cauchy up-set, and R ⊆ P is Θ-round then
Proof. For any r ∈ R, we have C ∈ Θ with ∅ = C ∩ Q ⊆ C ∩ R ≤ r, as Q is Θ-Cauchy, Q ⊆ R and R is Θ-round. Thus r ∈ Q, as Q is an up-set.
It follows immediately that any Θ-round Θ-Cauchy up-set Q ⊆ P is both a maximal Θ-round subset and a minimal Θ-Cauchy up-set. In fact, among Θ-Cauchy up-sets, 'Θ-round' really just means 'minimal'. Proposition 2.9. If R ⊆ P is a Θ-Cauchy up-set then
Proof. The ⇒ part follows immediately from Proposition 2.8. Conversely, say R is not Θ-round, which means we have some r ∈ R such that C ∩ R ≤ r, for all C ∈ Θ. But this means R \ r ≥ R is a Θ-Cauchy up-set so R is not minimal.
If we expand Θ to Θ ≤ then 'round' even means minimal among arbitrary Θ ≤ -Cauchy subsets.
Theorem 2.10. For any R ⊆ P,
Proof. Say R is Θ-Cauchy and ≤-closed. For any D ∈ Θ ≤ , we have C ∈ Θ with C ≤ D and hence, as R is ≤-closed, ∅ = R ∩ C ≤ R ∩ D. As R is ≤-closed, this means R ∩ D = ∅, i.e. R is Θ ≤ -Cauchy. If R is also round then, for any r ∈ R, we have C ∈ Θ with C ∩ R ≤ r. Setting D = (C \ R) ∪ {r}, this means C ≤ D and hence D ∈ Θ ≤ . By definition, D ∩ (R \ {r}) = ∅ which means R \ {r} is not Θ ≤ -Cauchy. As r ∈ R was arbitrary, this means R is minimal Θ ≤ -Cauchy. Say R is a minimal Θ ≤ -Cauchy subset, i.e.
(Minimality)
Thus R is certainly Θ ≤ -round and hence an up-set, by Proposition 2.3. To see that R is also Θ-round, take any r ∈ R and C ∈ Θ ≤ with C ∩ R = {r}. Further take D ∈ Θ with D ≤ C. If we had d ∈ D ∩ R with d r then we would have c ∈ C with d ≤ c and hence c ∈ R, as R is an up-set. But then c r too so c = r, contradicting C ∩ R = {r}. Thus we must have had D ∩ R ≤ r, i.e. R is Θ-round.
Note that being Θ-Cauchy depends only on Θ, not on the order structure. So what the above result shows is that, once we know Θ ≤ , we can forget about the order and yet still determine the Θ-round Θ-Cauchy up-sets. Sometimes Θ even determines the order structure itself -see Proposition 3.6 below.
The Spectrum
For any S ⊆ P, let Θ S = {Q ∈ Θ : S ⊆ Q}.
Here we again identify elements with singleton subsets, i.e. Θ p = Θ {p} .
Definition 3.1. The Θ-spectrum is the space with subbasis ( Θ p ) p∈P and points Θ = {R ⊆ P : R is a Θ-round Θ-Cauchy up-set}.
The first natural question to ask is what kind of spaces arise in this way.
Definition 3.2. We call P ⊆ P(X) a T 1 family if, for all x, y ∈ X,
Recall that X is said to be a T 1 space iff O(X) is a T 1 family. In this case, one immediately sees that every subbasis P ⊆ O(X) is also a T 1 family.
Proposition 3.3. The Θ-spectrum is always a T 1 space.
Proof. For any distinct R, S ⊆ P that are maximal or minimal within any Θ ⊆ P(P), we can find r ∈ R \ S and s ∈ S \ R. But this means R ∈ Θ r ∋ S and S ∈ Θ s ∋ R, which is precisely the T 1 condition. This applies to Θ because, by Proposition 2.8, Proposition 2.9 and Theorem 2.10, Θ = {R ⊆ P : R is a minimal Θ ≤ -Cauchy subset} = {R ⊆ P : R is a minimal Θ-Cauchy up-set}
Conversely, all T 1 spaces arise in this way. First let
i.e. C X (P) denotes the family of all P-covers of X.
Proposition 3.4. If P ⊆ P(X) then Θ ⊆ C X (P) if and only if, for all x ∈ X,
Proof. If Θ ⊆ C X (P) then each C ∈ Θ satisfies C = X so, for each x ∈ X, we have c ∈ C with x ∈ c and hence c ∈ P x , i.e. P x is Θ-Cauchy. If Θ C X (P) then we have some C ∈ Θ and x ∈ X with x / ∈ C and hence C ∩ P x = ∅, i.e. P x is not Θ-Cauchy.
Proposition 3.5. If X is a T 1 space, ≤ = ⊆ on a subbasis P ⊆ O(X) and Θ is a coinitial subset of C X (P) then X is homeomorphic to Θ via the map
Proof. For every x ∈ P, P x is Θ ≤ -Cauchy, by Proposition 3.4, as Θ ≤ ⊆ C X (P). Also observe that, for all distinct x, y ∈ X, we have O ∈ P with x / ∈ O ∋ y, as X is T 1 and P is a subbasis. In particular, P x = P y and hence x → P x is injective. This observation also means that P \ P x always covers X \ {x} so, for each N ∈ P x ,
This shows that P x is minimal Θ ≤ -Cauchy and hence a Θ-round Θ-Cauchy up-set, by Theorem 2.10. Thus x → P x maps X to Θ. Moreover, the image is homeomorphic to X because P and ( Θ p ) p∈P are subbases of X and Θ and
On the other hand, any Θ-Cauchy up-set Q ⊆ P must contain P x , for some x ∈ X. Otherwise, P \ Q would have non-empty intersection with each P x and hence cover X, i.e. P \ Q ∈ C X (P) = Θ ≤ . So we would have C ∈ Θ with C ≤ P \ Q which, as Q is Θ-Cauchy, would yield c ∈ C ∩ Q and p ∈ P \ Q with c ≤ q, contradicting the fact that Q is an up-set. As we already know P x ∈ Θ, for each x ∈ X, (P x ) x∈X must exhaust all minimal/Θ-round Θ-Cauchy up-sets, i.e. Θ = {P x : x ∈ X}.
So Proposition 3.3 tells us that Θ can always be represented concretely on some T 1 space. Conversely, Proposition 3.5 tells us that if Θ already is a coinitial family of covers of a T 1 space then we can recover that space via the spectrum. This could already be seen as a weak kind of duality between nearness posets and T 1 spaces. But there are a couple of things that stop it from really being a duality.
Firstly, given some abstract Θ, there is no guarantee that resulting covers on Θ will be coinitial. Secondly, there is also no guarantee that Θ will be faithful or, more precisely, that ≤ on P will be faithfully represented as ⊆ on ( Θ p ) p∈P , i.e.
To get a true duality we need some extra 'admissibility' condition on Θ. Several such conditions will be discussed in the following sections.
For the moment we just note that the ⇒ part of (Faithful) always holds, even when ≤ is replaced by a weaker preorder defined from Θ. First let
Proposition 3.6. If P ⊆ P(X) is a T 1 family and Θ = C X (P) then
Proof. Certainly if p ⊆ q then, for any S ⊆ P, p ∪ S = X implies q ∪ S = X, i.e. p ≤ Θ q. Conversely, if p q then we have some x ∈ p \ q. As P is T 1 , for every y ∈ X \ {x}, we have r y ∈ P with x / ∈ r y ∋ y. So p ∪ y∈X\{x} r y = X but x / ∈ q ∪ y∈X\{x} r y and hence p Θ q, as required.
Alternatively, one could note that Θ above is faithful, by Proposition 3.5, and then the following abstract result yields Proposition 3.6.
Proposition 3.7. For any p, q ∈ P,
Proof. For the first implication, note that if p ≤ q and
For the next implication, say p ≤ Θ ≤ q and take R ∈ Θ p . As R is Θ-round, we have some C ∈ Θ with
For Θ to be faithful, it follows that we must at least have ≤ = ≤ Θ ≤ . There are a couple of easily identifiable situations in which this fails very badly. For example, if Θ = ∅ then Θ ≤ = Θ ≤p = ∅, for all p ∈ P, while if ∅ ∈ Θ then Θ ≤ = Θ ≤p = P(P), for all p ∈ P. In either case, ≤ Θ ≤ is the weakest relation possible, i.e.
It then follows from Proposition 3.7 that the representation in Proposition 3.3 will be completely degenerate. This can also be shown directly as follows.
Proposition 3.8. We always have the following general implications.
If P has a minimum 0 then
Proof.
(3.1) If ∅ = Θ then any R ⊆ P is vacuously Θ-Cauchy. However ∅ is the only (again vacuously) Θ-round subset, i.e. {∅} = Θ. Conversely, if ∅ ∈ Θ then ∅ is Θ-Cauchy, which is only possible if Θ = ∅. (3.2) If ∅ ∈ Θ then P has no Θ-Cauchy subsets. (3.3) If {0} ∈ Θ then P is a Θ-round up-set and also the only possible Θ-Cauchy up-set. If ∅ / ∈ Θ then P is indeed Θ-Cauchy and hence Θ = {P}. Conversely, if P ∈ Θ then P is Θ-round so ∅ ∈ Θ or {0} ∈ Θ, by Proposition 2.6. However, P is also Θ-Cauchy so ∅ / ∈ Θ and hence {0} ∈ Θ.
(3.4) If ∅ ∈ Θ then Θ = ∅ ⊆ P(P\{0}). If ∅ / ∈ Θ and {0} / ∈ Θ then Θ ⊆ P(P\{0}), by Proposition 2.6.
In general, the implication in (3.2) can not be reversed. Moreover, even when P contains minimal Θ-Cauchy filters, there may still be no minimal Θ-Cauchy up-sets, i.e. Θ = ∅, as in the following example.
The Hasse diagram of P is as follows.
(1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 1) . . .
(1, 2) (2, 2) . . .
(1, 3) . . .
This makes P a (reverse) graded poset where the rank is determined by the first coordinate. So we can take Θ = {R m : m ∈ N} to be the decreasing rank levels
We claim that P itself is the unique Θ-Cauchy filter. To see this, first note that P is a ∧-semilattice where
Given a Θ-Cauchy filter Q ⊆ P, take any (m, n) ∈ Q. As Q is Θ-Cauchy, for any l ≥ m + n, we have (k, l) ∈ Q, for some k ∈ N. As Q is a filter,
Thus, for arbitrarily large j ∈ N, we have (j, 1) ∈ Q and hence (j, 1) ≤ ⊆ Q, again because Q is a filter. Thus P = j∈N (j, 1) ≤ = R, proving the claim. However, P is not Θ-round. Indeed, for any (m, n) ∈ P, (m ′ , n + 1) (m, n) and hence R m ′ (m, n), for all m ′ ∈ N. Thus P is not minimal among Θ-Cauchy up-sets, by Proposition 2.9. Indeed, P has no minimal/Θ-round Θ-Cauchy up-sets, as these would be filters, by Proposition 2.4, i.e. Θ is empty.
It was crucial in this example that Θ consisted of infinite subsets. Indeed, if ∅ / ∈ Θ ⊆ F (P) then taking C = ∅ in (4.2) below yields Θ = ∅.
Wallman Duality
We can now reformulate Wallman's classic duality from [Wal38] .
Theorem 4.1. If Θ ⊆ F (P) then Θ is compact. Moreover, for p, q ∈ P and C ⊆ P,
Proof. First note that, for compactness, it suffices to prove (4.2). Indeed, (4.2) implies that the covers of Θ of the form ( Θ c ) c∈C , for C ∈ Θ ≤ ∩F (P), are ⊆-coinitial in the collection of all covers consisting of open sets from ( Θ p ) p∈P . In other words, every subbasic open cover has a finite subcover and hence Θ is compact, by the Alexander subbasis theorem.
(4.2) For ⇐, take C ∈ Θ ≤ , i.e. D ≤ C, for some D ∈ Θ. As R ∩ D = ∅, for any Θ-Cauchy R, it follows R ∩ C = ∅, for any Θ-Cauchy up-set R.
Conversely, say C / ∈ Θ ≤ . This means D \ C ≥ = ∅, for all D ∈ Θ, and hence P \ C ≥ is a Θ-Cauchy up-set. We claim that we can then apply the Kuratowski-Zorn lemma to obtain a minimal Θ-Cauchy up-set R ⊆ P \ C ≥ . To see this, say we have a chain, or even a ⊆-directed collection Φ of Θ-Cauchy up-sets. Certainly Φ will also be an up-set. Also, as Φ is ⊆-directed and each C ∈ Θ is finite, C ∩ Φ = ∅ would imply C ∩ Q = ∅, for some Q ∈ Φ, contradicting the fact Q is Θ-Cauchy. This proves the claim, which yields R ∈ Θ with R ∩ C = ∅ and hence R / ∈ c∈C Θ c . So R witnesses c∈C Θ c = Θ, as required. (4.1) The ⇐ part appears in Proposition 3.7. Conversely, say p Θ ≤ q, so we have some
Remark 4.2. The careful reader might note that we used the Alexander subbasis theorem from [Ale39] in the proof of Theorem 4.1, even though this would not have been available to Wallman in [Wal38] . However, examination of [Wal38] reveals that Wallman essentially proved the same theorem in order to derive his duality. Alexander even cited [Wal38] in [Ale39] , so 'Alexander-Wallman subbasis theorem' might be more historically accurate.
So any Θ ⊆ F (P) can be concretely represented as a coinitial collection of subbasic covers of the compact T 1 space Θ (see Proposition 3.3). Moreover, ≤ on P is faithfully represented as ⊆ on ( Θ p ) p∈P if (and only if) ≤ = ≤ Θ ≤ . Conversely, if Θ is a coinitial collection of finite subbasic covers of a compact T 1 space then taking ≤ = ⊆ on the subbasis P, we have ≤ = ≤ Θ ≤ , by Proposition 3.6. Moreover, we then recover the original space as Θ, by Proposition 3.5.
This shows that we do indeed have a duality between appropriate nearness posets and compact T 1 spaces or, more precisely, certain covers of these spaces. We can express this duality in a slightly more convenient form by considering all finite covers of the space rather than their coinitial subfamilies. In this case, ≤ = ≤ Θ ≤ corresponds to the following 'admissibility' condition on Θ.
Let us denote the 'finite extension' relation by ⊆ F , i.e.
Proof. If Θ is Wallman admissible then, for any C ∈ Θ, the definition with p = q yields C ∪{p} = (C \{p})∪{p} ∈ Θ. From this it follows that Θ must be ⊆ F -closed.
Thus it suffices to show that, when Θ is ⊆ F -closed,
To see this, say p and q satisfy the right hand side and take S ⊆ P with S ∪{p} ∈ Θ. If p / ∈ S then it follows that S ∪ {q} = ((S ∪ {p}) \ {p}) ∪ {q} ∈ Θ. While if p ∈ S then S ∪{q} ⊇ S = S ∪{p} ∈ Θ so again S ∪{q} ∈ Θ, as Θ is ⊆ F -closed, i.e. p ≤ Θ q. Conversely, if p ≤ Θ q then, for any C ∈ Θ, C ⊆ C ∪ {p} = (C \ {p}) ∪ {p} ∈ Θ, as Θ is ⊆ F -closed, and hence (C \ {p}) ∪ {q} ∈ Θ.
As F is finite, we can continue in this way to get G ′ ∈ Θ, for some G ′ ⊆ G. As Θ is ⊆-closed in F (P), this means G ∈ Θ, as required.
From Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.4, we immediately have the following.
Corollary 4.5. The following are equivalent when Θ ⊆ F (P).
(1) Θ is Wallman admissible.
To reformulate Wallman duality, let us call (P, ≤, Θ) a Wallman poset if Θ ⊆ F (P) is Wallman admissible. Roughly speaking, we can state the result as follows. More precisely, any Wallman poset (P, ≤, Θ) can be concretely represented as the subbasis ( Θ p ) p∈P of the compact T 1 space Θ where ≤ becomes ⊆ and Θ becomes the family of all finite covers ({ Θ c : c ∈ C}) C∈Θ of Θ, by Proposition 3.3, Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.3. On the other hand, if P is a subbasis of a T 1 space X and Θ = C X (P)∩F (P) then (P, ⊆, Θ) is a Wallman poset, by Proposition 3.6. Moreover, in this case Θ is homeomorphic to the original space X, by Proposition 3.5.
Lastly, let us note that the order structure in Wallman duality can reduce to mere equality. So it really is the covers that are playing the pivotal role. . This last condition ensures that distinct elements of P are incomparable, i.e. p ⊆ q or q ⊆ p implies p = q. But it is not hard to see that any open interval (e, f ) with f − e ≤ 1 2 is of the form p ∩ q, for some p, q ∈ P. Thus P is a subbasis for X.
Near Subsets
To go any further, we must first discuss near subsets.
Definition 5.1. We call S ⊆ P Θ-near if
If S is Θ-near then we immediately see that any Q ⊆ S is again Θ-near. Likewise,
In particular, this applies to points of the spectrum.
Proof. By Proposition 2.7, P \ R / ∈ Θ ≤ and (P \ R) ∪ {r} ∈ Θ ≤ , for all r ∈ R, so R is Θ ≤ -near. If R ∪ {p} were Θ ≤ -near, for some p ∈ P \ R, then we would have
When dealing with arbitrary covers, 'near' just means 'non-empty intersection'.
Proposition 5.3. If P ⊆ P(X) is a T 1 family and Θ = C X (P) then, for all S ⊆ P,
Proof. For ⇒, note that S = ∅ means S ⊆ P x , for some x ∈ S. As P is T 1 , P x ∈ Θ so P x is Θ-near, by Proposition 5.2, and hence S ⊆ P x is also Θ-near. Conversely, if S is Θ-near then we have D / ∈ C X (P) with D ∪ {s} ∈ C X (P), for all s ∈ S.
In particular, in the above situation every singleton S = {p} is Θ-near, except when p = ∅. In general, we consider this as a weak kind of admissibility condition.
Definition 5.4. We call Θ weakly admissible if {p} is Θ-near whenever p ≤ = P.
Proposition 5.5. If Θ is Wallman admissible then Θ is weakly admissible.
Proof. Say Θ is Wallman admissible and take p ≤ = P. So we have some q p and Wallman admissibility yields C ∈ Θ such that (C \ {p}) ∪ {q} / ∈ Θ. As C \ {p} ⊆ F (C \ {p}) ∪ {q}, Proposition 4.3 shows that C \ {p} / ∈ Θ and hence {p} is Θ-near.
When P has a minimum 0, weak admissibility specifically does not require that {0} is Θ ≤ -near. Indeed, {0} is only Θ ≤ -near in the somewhat trivial case of (3.3).
Proposition 5.6. If P has a minimum 0 then
Here is another somewhat trivial situation.
Proposition 5.7. If Θ ≤ is weakly admissible then
Proof. If ∅ ∈ Θ then Θ ≤ = P(P) so there are no Θ ≤ -near subsets whatsoever. If ∅ = Θ then Θ ≤ = ∅, in which case ∅ is the only Θ ≤ -near subset. In either case, {p} is not Θ ≤ -near for any p ∈ P so weak admissibility then implies that there are no non-zero elements, i.e. P is either empty or the one-element poset {0}.
Under weak admissibility, any S ⊆ P with a non-zero lower bound is Θ ≤ -near, by (5.1). For finite S, we have the following converse, at least when Θ is directed.
Proposition 5.8. If Θ is directed and F ⊆ P is finite then
Moreover, if P has a minimum 0 and {0} is not Θ ≤ -near, we can take p = 0 above.
Proof. We may assume that P has a minimum 0 (by adjoining 0 to P if necessary). If ∅ ∈ Θ then Θ ≤ = P(P) so there are no Θ ≤ -near subsets whatsoever, making the result vacuously true. If ∅ / ∈ Θ then, as {0} is not Θ ≤ -near, Proposition 5.6 implies that {0} / ∈ Θ. Now say Θ is directed and F is Θ ≤ -near, so we have
∈ Θ ≤ , so we have some c ∈ C with c D. As {0} / ∈ Θ, C = {0} so even if D = ∅, we can still replace c if necessary to ensure that c = 0. As C ≤ D ∪ {s}, for all f ∈ F , we must have F ≥ c, as required.
To state this in a slightly nicer form, let us denote the near singletons by
So if we interpret P \ {0} just as P when P has no minimum then Θ is weakly admissible
Corollary 5.9. If Θ is weakly admissible and directed then
Proof. The ⇐ part is immediate, as is the ⇒ part if P has a minimum 0 ∈ . P. If 0 / ∈ . P or if P has no minimum then the ⇒ part follows from Proposition 5.8.
However, this does not extend to infinite families, as the following example shows. It also shows that there is no general converse to Proposition 5.2 and that Proposition 5.3 does not extend to more general subfamilies of covers.
Example 5.10. Consider the strictly positive real line X = (0, ∞) with its usual metric structure. Further consider the bases P = {(x, y) : 0 ≤ x < y ≤ ∞} and P ǫ = {(x, y) ∈ P : y − x ≤ ǫ} and let Θ = {P ǫ : ǫ > 0} so Θ ≤ is the family of uniform P-covers of X. Then we see that
Thus S is Θ ≤ -near even though S = ∅. In fact, S is maximal Θ ≤ -near, by Proposition 5.8 (because if (x, y) ∈ P \ S then y = ∞ so (y, ∞) ∈ S and (x, y) ∩ (y, ∞) = ∅) even though S is not Θ-Cauchy and hence S / ∈ Θ.
Generalised Wallman Duality
Our next goal is to extend Wallman duality to locally compact spaces.
Definition 6.1. If X has a basis of relatively compact sets, X is locally compact.
Remark 6.2. By a relatively compact set O, we of course mean that O has compact closure cl(O). As a closed subset of a compact set is again compact, it suffices to have a subbasis or even just an open cover of relatively compact sets. In particular, any compact space is locally compact by this definition.
As is well known, when X is Hausdorff, local compactness is the same as saying each x ∈ X has a neighbourhood base of compact sets, which is another common definition. However, even for slightly more general locally Hausdorff spaces, these two definitions are incomparable. For example, consider an 'infinite-point compactification of N', i.e. X = Y ∪ N and
For any S ⊆ P, define
This 'restriction' of Θ to S represents a family of covers of the closure of Θ S .
Theorem 6.3. For any S ⊆ P,
Proof. For the first ⊆, take R ∈ cl( Θ S ) so, for every finite F ⊆ R,
Thus we have Q ∈ Θ with F ∪S ⊆ Q and hence F ∪S is Θ ≤ -near, by Proposition 5.2. In other words, for any finite F ⊆ P such that F ∪ S is not Θ ≤ -near, F \ R = ∅, i.e. P \ R is F S Θ -Cauchy. Thus, for any C ∈ Θ|S, C ∪ (P \ R) ∈ Θ ≤ and hence, as R is Θ ≤ -Cauchy, C ∩ R = ∅, i.e. R is Θ|S-Cauchy. Also, as R is Θ-round and Θ ⊆ Θ|S, it follows immediately that R is Θ|S-round and hence R ∈ Θ|S. For the next ⊆, take R ∈ Θ|S. We claim that P \ R is F S Θ -Cauchy, which is saying that F ∪ S is Θ ≤ -near, for all finite F ⊆ R. To see this note that, as R is Θ|S-round, (P \ R) ∪ {f } ∈ Θ|S, for all f ∈ F ⊆ R. If F ∪ S were not Θ ≤ -near then every F S Θ -Cauchy D would contain some f ∈ F and hence we would have
But this would mean (P \ R) ∈ Θ|S, contradicting the fact that R is Θ|S-Cauchy. This proves the claim.
As R is Θ|S-round, P \ R ∪ {r} ∈ Θ|S, for every r ∈ R, and hence, by the claim,
Thus R is Θ-round. Also, as R is Θ|S-Cauchy and Θ ⊆ Θ|S, it follows immediately that R is Θ-Cauchy and hence R ∈ Θ.
In particular, Theorem 6.3 yields Θ = Θ|∅, i.e. we can always enlarge Θ to Θ|∅ without affecting the spectrum. The advantage of doing this is that we can piece together covers in each Θ|p to obtain covers in Θ|∅, as the following result shows. Proof. First note that, for any Q, S ⊆ P,
In particular, Θ|∅ ⊆ p∈P Θ|p. For the reverse inclusion, take C ∈ p∈P Θ|p and F
≤ , as C ∈ Θ|p. As D was arbitrary, this shows that C ∈ Θ|∅.
The Θ = ∅ condition here really is necessary. Indeed, if Θ = ∅ then ∅ is the only Θ ≤ -near subset so F ∅ Θ = P(P) \ {∅} while F p Θ = P(P), for all p ∈ P. This means that P is F ∅ Θ -Cauchy even though P / ∈ Θ ≤ and hence Θ|∅ = ∅. On the other hand, for all p ∈ P, there are no F p Θ -Cauchy subsets because ∅ ∈ F p Θ , which means the defining property of Θ|p holds vacuously for arbitrary subsets, i.e. Θ|p = P(P).
For general S, Theorem 6.3 only yields the inclusion Θ|S ⊆ cl( Θ S ). For finite S, we can strengthen this to an equality under an appropriate additional assumption.
Definition 6.5. We call Θ non-degenerate if, for all finite F ⊆ P,
Proposition 6.6. If Θ is non-degenerate, for all F ∈ F (P) and
Proof. Say we had R ∈ Θ|F \ cl( Θ F ). In particular, Θ \ cl( Θ F ) is a neighbourhood of R so we have finite G ⊆ R with Θ F ∩ Θ G = ∅. As Θ is non-degenerate, this means F ∪ G is not Θ ≤ -near, i.e. G ∈ F F Θ . Thus D must contain some g ∈ G and hence (P \ R) ∪ D = (P \ R) ∪ {g} ∪ D ∈ Θ|F , as R is Θ|F -round and g ∈ G ⊆ R. As D was arbitrary, this means P \ R ∈ Θ|F , contradicting the fact that R is also Θ|F -Cauchy. Combined with Theorem 6.3, this proves the first equality.
Likewise, for the second inclusion, take any R ∈ Θ \ cl( Θ F ), so we have finite G ⊆ R with Θ F ∩ Θ G = ∅. As Θ is non-degenerate, this implies that F ∪ G is not
If Θ consists of arbitrary covers then so do its restrictions.
Proposition 6.7. If X is a T 1 space, ≤ = ⊆ on a subbasis P ⊆ O(X) and Θ is a coinitial subset of C X (P) then, for all S ⊆ P,
Θ|S = C cl( S) (P).
Proof. By Proposition 3.5 we can identify X and Θ. It then follows from Theorem 6.3 that Θ|S ⊆ C cl( S) (P). By Proposition 5.3, Θ is non-degenerate so it follows from Proposition 6.6 that cl( S) ∪ D = X, for any F S Θ -Cauchy D ⊆ P, at least if S is finite. But as Proposition 5.3 applies to infinite sets, arguing as in the proof of Proposition 6.6 yields the same result for infinite S. So C ∪ D = X, for any C ∈ C cl( S) (P) and F S Θ -Cauchy D ⊆ P, and hence C ∈ Θ|S. As C was arbitrary, this shows that C cl( S) (P) ⊆ Θ|S.
Theorem 6.8. If Θ|p ∩ F (P) is coinitial in Θ|p, for all p ∈ P, then Θ is locally compact. As long as Θ = ∅ too then, for all p, q ∈ P and C ⊆ P,
Proof. For all p ∈ P, Θ|p is compact, by Theorem 4.1, and hence cl( Θ p ) is compact, by Theorem 6.3. Thus Θ is locally compact.
(6.2) Note that Θ ⊆ c∈C Θ c implies Θ|p ⊆ c∈C Θ c , for all p ∈ P. By (4.2), that means C ∈ p∈P Θ|p = Θ|∅, by Proposition 6.4. (6.1) This follows immediately from (6.2), as in the proof of (4.1).
We can now state a natural generalisation of Wallman duality. First let us call (P, ≤, Θ) a generalised Wallman poset if, for all p ∈ P,
(1) Θ|p ∩ F (P) is coinitial in Θ|p, (2) Θ = Θ|∅ and ≤ = ≤ Θ . Note here that (1) is a kind of local finiteness condition, while (2) is a strengthening of Wallman admissibility, by Proposition 4.3. In summary, we have the following. Theorem 6.9.
More precisely, any generalised Wallman poset (P, ≤, Θ) can be concretely represented as the subbasis ( Θ p ) p∈P of the locally compact T 1 space Θ where ≤ becomes ⊆ and Θ becomes the family of all covers ({ Θ c : c ∈ C}) C∈Θ of Θ, by Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 6.8. On the other hand, if P is a subbasis of relatively compact subsets of a T 1 space X, ≤ = ⊆ on P and Θ = C X (P) then (P, ≤, Θ) is a generalised Wallman poset, by Proposition 3.6 and Proposition 6.7. Moreover, in this case Θ is homeomorphic to the original space X, by Proposition 3.5.
The drawback of this duality is that Θ = Θ|∅ rules out covering families commonly considered on locally compact spaces, such as the uniform open covers on a metric space like R. To include such examples, it would be better if we could weaken Θ = Θ|∅ to something like Θ = Θ ≤ . The problem is that it is no longer clear then that Θ will be faithful or non-degenerate. However, as long as we are willing to work with bases rather than subbases, we can rectify this by placing another assumption on Θ, one that still applies to the uniform covers example. Specifically, we can assume that Θ is also directed, as we show in the next section.
Remark 6.10. Even when Θ is not directed, there is a natural directed replacement. This allows us to translate results about directed Θ into more general results, at least in theory. Here is an outline of how this would be done.
First we replace P with F (P) ordered by
Each F ∈ F (P) is meant to represent the intersection of those f ∈ F . Indeed, in this ordering, each F ∈ F (P) is a meet of its singleton subsets, i.e. F (P) would be a meet-semilattice except that reflexivity may not hold so, strictly speaking,
is only a proset, not a poset. However all the same definitions apply and, if desired, one can consider the quotient poset of equivalent classes. Next, we replace Θ with
Reflexivity aside, Θ F is also a meet-semilattice and hence ≤ F -directed. Specifically, Φ ∧ Ψ = {F ∪ G : F ∈ Φ and G ∈ Ψ}.
Then one can check that the spectrum remains unchanged, more precisely
The main thing to be aware of though is that, just like Θ|∅,
(identifying each S ⊆ P with {{s} : s ∈ S}) could be strictly bigger than Θ ≤ .
Basic Wallman Duality
First we note that bases are closely related to directed Θ.
Proposition 7.1. If Θ is directed then ( Θ p ) p∈P is a basis for Θ.
Proof. As Θ is directed, every R ∈ Θ will be a filter, by Proposition 2.4. So if R ∈ Θ p ∩ Θ q , i.e. p, q ∈ R, then we have r ∈ R with p, q ≥ r and hence R ∈ Θ r ⊆ Θ p ∩ Θ q , i.e. ( Θ p ) p∈P is a basis.
Proposition 7.2. If P ⊆ O(X) is a basis and ≤ = ⊆ on P, C X (P) is directed.
Proof. If C, D ∈ C X (P) then, for each x ∈ X, we have c ∈ C and d ∈ D with x ∈ c ∩ d. If P is a basis then we have p x ∈ P with x ∈ p x ⊆ c ∩ d. Thus (p x ) x∈X is a cover of X refining both C and D, i.e. C X (P) is directed.
Near subsets again play an important role, near pairs in particular.
Definition 7.3. For any C ⊆ P and p ∈ P, the C-star of p is given by
This notation comes from [PP12, VIII.2.1], although there the C-star of p is instead defined to be Cp. This is fine for frames, but our posets may not have any lattice structure so we must instead work with subsets rather than joins.
For any p ∈ P, let us define
This provides an alternative 'restriction' of Θ to p.
Proposition 7.4. For any p ∈ P, Θp ⊆ Θ|p.
Proof. For any C ∈ Θ, by definition C \ Cp consists of all those c ∈ C such that {c, p} is not Θ ≤ -near. Thus {{c} : c ∈ C \ Cp} ⊆ F p Θ and hence any
It follows that (Θp) ≤ ⊆ Θ|p, but this inclusion could be strict. For example, if Θ ≤ is weakly admissible and P has a maximum 1 but no minimum then P1 = P and hence Θ1 = Θ. However Θ|1 = Θ|∅ will often be bigger than Θ ≤ , e.g. if P consists of all the non-empty open subsets of R and Θ consists of all the uniform covers of R then Θ|1 = Θ|∅ will include all arbitrary covers of R.
Again taking notation from [PP12, VIII.1.1], for any C ⊆ P(X) and p ⊆ X let
Theorem 7.5. If X = ∅ is a T 1 space, ≤ = ⊆ on a subbasis P ⊆ O(X) and Θ ⊆ C X (P) is directed and * -coinitial then X is homeomorphic to Θ via
It follows that P is a basis and, for all p ∈ P,
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.5, we immediately see that x → P x is an injective homeomorphism onto a subspace of P(P), each P x is Θ-Cauchy and, for any x ∈ X, P \ P x covers X \ {x}. So, for each p ∈ P x , {p} ∪ (P \ P x ) ∈ C X (P).
Thus we have C ∈ Θ with C * p ≤ {p} ∪ (P \ P x ) and hence
This shows that P x is Θ-round and hence P x ∈ Θ. On the other hand, any R ∈ Θ must contain P x , for some x ∈ X. To see this, first note that, by (3.1), R = ∅, as Θ = ∅, so we can take r ∈ R. If ∅ ∈ R then R = ∅ ≤ = P ⊇ P x , for any x ∈ X, and we are done. So we may assume ∅ / ∈ R and hence R ⊆ P * r, as R is directed by Proposition 2.4. If R did not contain P x , for any x ∈ X, then we would have P \ R ∈ C X (P) and * -coinitiality would yield C ∈ Θ with C * r ≤ P \ R. As R ⊆ P * r is Θ-Cauchy, we c ∈ C ∩ R ⊆ C * r ≤ P \ R, contradicting the fact that R is an up-set. This shows that P x ⊆ R, for some x ∈ X, and hence R = P x , as we already showed that P x ∈ Θ, i.e. Θ = {P x : x ∈ X}.
To prove Θ * p = Θp, it suffices to show that
To see this, note that if p ∩ q = ∅ then p, q ∈ P x ∈ Θ so {p, q} is Θ ≤ -near, by Proposition 5.2. For the converse, we argue as in the proof of Proposition 5.8. Specifically, if {p, q} is Θ ≤ -near then we have D / ∈ Θ ≤ with D ∪ {p}, D ∪ {q} ∈ Θ ≤ . As Θ is directed, we have C ∈ Θ with C ≤ D ∪ {p} and C ≤ D ∪ {q}. As D / ∈ Θ ≤ , we know that C D, i.e. we have c ∈ C with c D. As X = ∅, C must contain a non-empty set so we may assume that c = ∅. As C ≤ D ∪ {p} and C ≤ D ∪ {q}, we have p, q ≥ c and hence p ∩ q ⊇ c = ∅, as required.
By Proposition 7.1, P is a basis (although this can also be checked directly). By the definition of topological closure, if p, q ∈ P and x ∈ cl(p) ∩ q then p ∩ q = ∅, from which it follows that (Θ * p) ≤ ⊆ C cl(p) (P). Conversely, if C ∈ C cl(p) (P) then, as P is a basis, C ∪ (P \ P * p) ∈ C X (P). By * -coinitiality, we have D ∈ Θ with D * p ≤ C ∪ (P \ P * p) and hence D * p ≤ C, i.e.
(Θ * p) ≤ = C cl(p) (P).
Next we have an analog of Theorem 6.3
Proposition 7.6. For any p ⊆ P,
If Θ is directed and non-degenerate then cl( Θ p ) = Θp.
Proof. For the first ⊆, take R ∈ cl( Θ p ) so, for every r ∈ R,
Thus we have Q ∈ Θ with p, r ∈ Q and hence {p, r} is Θ ≤ -near, by Proposition 5.2. This shows that R ⊆ Pp and hence R is Θp-Cauchy, as R is Θ-Cauchy. Also, as R is Θ-round, it follows immediately that R is Θp-round and hence R ∈ Θp.
For the next ⊆, take R ∈ Θp. As R is Θp-Cauchy, R is certainly Θ-Cauchy. As R is also Θp-round, it follows that R ⊆ Pp and hence R is also Θ-round, i.e. R ∈ Θ. Also R ⊆ Pp means that, for all r ∈ R, {r, p} is Θ ≤ -near and hence Θ r ∩ Θ p = ∅, as Θ is non-degenerate. If Θ = ∅ is also directed then ( Θ p ) p∈P is a basis, by Proposition 7.1, so this shows that R ∈ cl( Θ p ), i.e. cl( Θ p ) = Θp.
Note that for directed Θ to non-degenerate, it suffices that Θ p = ∅, for all p ∈ P (except 0, if P has a minimum 0 and {0} is not Θ ≤ -near), by Proposition 5.8. Let us call Θ nearly finite if Θp ∩ F (P) is coinitial in Θp, for all p ∈ P.
Theorem 7.7. If Θ is directed, weakly admissible and nearly finite then Θ is locally compact, Θ is non-degenerate and, for all p, q ∈ P,
Proof. As Θ is nearly finite, for all p ∈ P, the spectrum of Θp is the same as the spectrum of Θp ∩ F (P), which is compact, by Theorem 4.1. Thus cl( Θ p ) ⊆ Θp is also compact, by Proposition 7.6. By Proposition 7.1, ( Θ p ) p∈P is thus a basis of relatively compact sets so Θ is locally compact. The ⇐ part of (7.1) appears in Proposition 3.7. Conversely, say p Θ ≤ q, so we have some S ⊆ P with S ∪ {p} ∈ Θ ≤ but S ∪ {q} / ∈ Θ ≤ . We claim that S ∪ {q} / ∈ (Θp) ≤ , otherwise we would have S ∪ {q} ∪ (P \ Pp) ∈ Θ ≤ . As Θ is directed, we would then have C ∈ Θ with C ≤ S ∪ {p} and C ≤ S ∪ {q} ∪ (P \ Pp). Note C S ∪ {q}, as S ∪ {q} / ∈ Θ ≤ , so we have c ∈ C with c S ∪ {q} and hence c ≤ = P and c ≤ p, as c ≤ S ∪ {p}. By weak admissibility, {c} and hence {c, p} is Θ ≤ -near so c P \ Pp, contradicting C ≤ S ∪ {q} ∪ (P \ Pp), thus proving the claim. By (4.2), we have R ∈ Θp ⊆ Θ disjoint from S ∪ {q} and hence p ∈ R, as S ∪ {p} ∈ Θ, i.e. R ∈ Θ p \ Θ q . This proves the ⇒ part of (7.1). If Θ is weakly admissible but {p} is not Θ ≤ -near, for any p ∈ P, then |P| ≤ 1 and non-degeneracy amounts to showing Θ = ∅ if ∅ / ∈ Θ, which again follows from (4.2). Otherwise, to verify non-degeneracy it suffices to consider non-empty finite Θ ≤ -near F ⊆ P. So we have S / ∈ Θ ≤ such that, for all f ∈ F , S ∪ {f } ∈ Θ ≤ . Fixing f ∈ F , we again see that S / ∈ (Θf ) ≤ so (4.2) yields R ∈ Θf ⊆ Θ disjoint from S and hence with F ⊆ R, as required.
By non-degeneracy and Proposition 5.2,
It follows that ({ Θ c : c ∈ C}) C∈Θ is * -coinitial in C Θ ({ Θ p : p ∈ P}), as (4.2) shows that ({ Θ c : c ∈ C}) C∈Θq is coinitial in C Θq ({ Θq p : p ∈ P}).
To obtain a precise duality, we need the following extra observation.
Proposition 7.8. If Θ is a weakly admissible filter and p
Proof. Take any C ∈ Θ and non-zero p ∈ P. By weak admissibility, we have D / ∈ Θ with D ∪ {p} ∈ Θ. As Θ is directed, we have E ∈ Θ with E ≤ C and E ≤ D ∪ {p}. As D / ∈ Θ = Θ ≤ , we have e ∈ E with e D and hence e ≤ p. If we had E = {0} and hence D = ∅ then all subsets would be Θ-near so e ≤ C = Cp and, in particular, Cp = ∅. If E = {0} then we can take e to be non-zero and hence {e} is Θ-near, by weak admissibility, so e ≤ Cp and again Cp = ∅.
We can now state an extension of Wallman duality for bases as follows.
Theorem 7.9.
More precisely, if Θ is a nearly finite Wallman admissible filter then Θ can be concretely represented as the basis ( Θ p ) p∈P of relatively compact sets on the locally compact T 1 space Θ where ≤ becomes ⊆ and Θ becomes the * -coinitial family of covers ({ Θ c : c ∈ C}) C∈Θ of Θ, by Proposition 3.3, Proposition 4.3, Proposition 5.5 and Theorem 7.7. Moreover, if |P| ≥ 2 then we have non-zero p ∈ P and ∅ / ∈ Θp, by Proposition 7.8, and hence ∅ = Θp ⊆ Θ, again by (4.1) and Proposition 7.6. As Θ is proper, i.e. Θ = P(P), the only other possibility is P = {0} and Θ = {{0}} = Θ, again showing that Θ = ∅. On the other hand, if P is a basis of relatively compact sets on a T 1 space X = ∅ and Θ ⊆ C X (P) is a * -coinitial filter then Θ is nearly finite and Wallman admissible and Θ is homeomorphic to the original space X, by Theorem 7.5.
Order Covers
We wish to compare Wallman admissibility with a slightly stronger notion due to Picado and Pultr. To define a version of this that applies to general posets, not just frames, we first examine an order theoretic analog of a cover.
Definition 8.1. We call C ⊆ P a ≤-cover if, for all p, q ∈ P,
We denote the collection of all ≤-covers by
Note that the ⇒ part of the definition actually holds for arbitrary C. So C is a ≤-cover iff the ⇐ part holds which, more explicitly, means that, for all p, q ∈ P,
When P is a frame, i.e. a complete lattice in which finite meets distribute over arbitrary joins (see [PP12] ), ≤-covers are the same as -covers.
Proposition 8.2. If P is a frame then C ≤ (P) = {C ⊆ P : C = 1}.
Proof. If C = 1 and
In particular, Proposition 8.2 applies to spatial frames, i.e. if P = O(X), for some space X, then C ⊆ P is a ⊆-cover iff C = X. So ⊆-covers are X-covers in the usual sense. In fact, here P does not have to consist of all open subsets.
(8.1) Say P ⊆ O(X) is a basis for X, C = X and we have some O, N ∈ P with
For every x ∈ O, we have some M ∈ C with x ∈ M . As P is a basis, we have some P ∈ P with O, M ⊇ P ∋ x. By assumption, x ∈ P ⊆ N . As x was arbitrary, O ⊆ N and hence C is a ⊆-cover. (8.2) If we had C = X then we could take some x ∈ X \ C. If P is also T D then we have some
So for T D bases, spatial covers and order covers are the same thing. The only drawback here is that T D bases tend to have rather large cardinality.
Proposition 8.5. If X is a compact T 1 space with a T D basis P then |P| ≥ |X|.
Proof. If P is finite then so is X, and the only finite T 1 spaces are discrete. So in this case any basis must contain all the singletons and hence |P| ≥ |X|. If P is infinite then we can take the closure under finite unions without changing |P|. As P is T D , for any x ∈ X, we have O, N ∈ P with O \ N = {x}. As X \ O is closed and hence compact and X is T 1 with basis P, we can cover X \ O with finite F ⊆ P which do not contain x. Thus N ∪ F = X \ {x} ∈ P, as we took the closure under finite unions. But this means |P| ≥ |{X \ {x} : x ∈ X}| ≥ |X|.
Here is another simple observation about covers.
Proposition 8.6. {p} ∈ C ≤ (P) iff p is a maximum of P.
In particular, if P has a minimum 0 then the only way we could have {0} ∈ C ≤ (P) is if 0 is also a maximum and hence the only element of P, i.e.
Whenever Θ can be faithfully represented as a family of basic open covers, like in Theorem 7.7 above, it follows that Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P), by (8.1). In fact, this applies more generally to any Wallman admissible filter.
Proposition 8.7. If Θ is a Wallman admissible filter then Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P).
Proof.
If p q then, as Θ is Wallman admissible, we have C ∈ Θ such that (C \ {p}) ∪ {q} / ∈ Θ. For any D ∈ Θ, we have E ∈ Θ with E ≤ C and E ≤ D, as Θ is a directed. As (C \ {p}) ∪ {q} / ∈ Θ = Θ ≤ , we must have e ∈ E with e (C \ {p}) ∪ {q}. As e ≤ C, this implies e ≤ p. As e ≤ D, we thus have d ∈ D with p, d ≥ e q. Thus D ∈ C ≤ (P) and hence Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P).
Picado-Pultr Admissibility
We define Picado-Pultr admissibility of Θ just like (Wallman Admissible), except that we replace the last Θ with C ≤ (P), i.e.
Proof. If P = ∅ or P = {0} then C ≤ (P) = P(P) ⊇ Θ. If P ≥ 2 then ∅ / ∈ Θ -otherwise (Picado-Pultr Admissible) with p = q and C = ∅ would yield {p} ∈ C ≤ (P) and hence, by Proposition 8.6, p would a maximum of P, for every p ∈ P, a contradiction. Thus, for any C ∈ Θ, we can apply (Picado-Pultr Admissible) with p = q ∈ C to show that C ∈ C ≤ (P), i.e. Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P).
Corollary 9.2. If Θ is an up-set then
Proof. If Θ is an up-set, the ⇒ part of (Wallman Admissible) is immediate. If Θ is also Picado-Pultr admissible then the ⇐ part of (Wallman Admissible) follows from the ⇐ part of (Picado-Pultr Admissible), by Proposition 9.1.
The original admissibility condition defining weak nearness frames in [PP12, VIII.4.2] involves general sublocales. In [PP12, Corollary VIII.4.2.2], an equivalent condition is given in terms of open and closed sublocales, which we now show is equivalent to (Picado-Pultr Admissible). Following the notation there for frame P, we denote the closed and open sublocales defined by p ∈ P by
These are considered as elements within the co-frame Sℓ(P) of all sublocales.
Theorem 9.3. When P is a frame and Θ is an up-set, Θ is Picado-Pultr admissible iff Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P) and, for any p ∈ P and Q = {q ∈ P : ∃C ∈ Θ (C \ q ≥ ≤ p)},
, a join of sublocales consists of all the meets of elements in the sublocales. Thus (9.1) is saying that
Say Θ satisfies (9.1) and take q p. Then 1 = p → q ∈ o(p). By (9.2), we have R ⊆ Q with 1 = p → q = R. In particular, we have q
. This verifies the ⇐ part of (Picado-Pultr Admissible). But if Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P) and Θ is an up-set then the ⇒ part of (Picado-Pultr Admissible) is immediate.
Conversely, say Θ is Picado-Pultr admissible so Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P), by Proposition 9.1. For the ⇐ part of (9.2), take q ∈ Q, so we have C ∈ Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P) with C \ q ≥ ≤ p and hence
For the ⇒ part of (9.2), take any r = p → r and let
Certainly r ≤ r ′ , what we need to show is r ′ ≤ r. If we had r ′ r then we would also have r ′ ∧ p r (otherwise r ′ ∧ p ≤ r would imply r ′ ≤ p → r = r). By (Picado-Pultr Admissible), we would then have C ∈ Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P) with
We finish with a discussion of 'compatibility', which gives motivation for PicadoPultr admissibility. First, for C ⊆ P(X), recall that C x = {c ∈ C : x ∈ c} so
Definition 9.4. We say Θ ⊆ P(P(X)) is compatible with the topology of X if every x ∈ X has ( C x ) C∈Θ as a neighbourhood base.
Remark 9.5. Again we are following the terminology of [CH00, Definition 1.1 (b)] and [Mor89, Definition 1.13] (while Morita instead says that Θ 'agrees with the topology' of X in [Mor51] ). We also note in passing that when Θ ⊆ P(O(X)) is countable and compatible it is sometimes called a 'development'.
Compatibility is closely related to roundness, as the following result shows.
Proposition 9.6. If P ⊆ O(X) then Θ ⊆ P(P) is compatible with the topology of X if and only if P is a basis, Θ ⊆ C X (P) and P x is Θ-round, for each x ∈ X.
Proof. If Θ is compatible with X then, for any C ∈ Θ and x ∈ X, C x ∈ O(X) x so C x = ∅, i.e. C covers X. Also, whenever x ∈ O ∈ O(X), ⊆-coinitiality in O(X) x means we have some C ∈ Θ with x ∈ C x ⊆ O. In particular, we have some N ∈ C ⊆ P with x ∈ N ⊆ O. As O was arbitrary, P (and even Θ) is a basis for X. Moreover, taking O ∈ P x shows that P x is Θ-round.
Conversely, say P is a basis of X, each C ∈ Θ covers X and P x is Θ-round, for each x ∈ X. As each C ∈ Θ covers X, for each x ∈ X, C x = ∅ and hence C x ∈ O(X) x . As P is a basis, for each x ∈ X and O ∈ O(X), we have some N ∈ P with x ∈ N ⊆ O. As P x is Θ-round, we have some C ∈ Θ such that x ∈ C x ⊆ N ⊆ O and hence Θ is compatible with X.
Thus, for any basis P ⊆ O(X) and Θ ⊆ C X (P), compatibility is precisely what is necessary to ensure that P x ∈ Θ, for each x ∈ X. This means that Θ can be considered as an 'extension' or 'completion' of X.
It also follows from Theorem 7.5 and Proposition 9.6 that any * -coinitial directed Θ ⊆ C X (P) is compatible. In fact, directedness is unnecessary.
Proposition 9.7. If P ⊆ O(X) is a basis of a T 1 space X and Θ ⊆ C X (P) is * -coinitial then Θ is compatible with the topology of X.
Proof. By Proposition 9.6, it suffices to show that, for any x ∈ X, P x is Θ-round. As X is T 1 , for any p ∈ P x we have C ∈ C X (P) with C ∩ P x = {p}. By * -coinitiality,
Intuitively, Picado-Pultr admissibility should correspond to topological compatibility. Under suitable conditions, this is indeed the case.
Proposition 9.8. If P ⊆ O(X) is T D and Θ is an up-set then Θ is compatible with X if and only if P is a basis and Θ ⊆ C X (P) is Picado-Pultr admissible.
Proof. If Θ is compatible with X then P is a basis, Θ ⊆ C X (P) and each P x is Θ-round, by Proposition 9.6. Now take p, q ∈ P with p q, so we have x ∈ p\q. As P x is Θ-round and Θ is an up-set, we have C ∈ Θ with C x = {p}. So x / ∈ q ∪ (C \ {p}) so C / ∈ C X (P) ⊇ C ⊆ (P), by (8.2), i.e. Θ is Picado-Pultr admissible. Conversely, say P is a basis, Θ ⊆ C X (P) and Θ is Picado-Pultr admissible. Whenever x ∈ O ∈ O(X), we have p, q ∈ P with p \ q = {x}, as P is T D . As P is basis, we can replace p if necessary to make p ⊆ O. As Θ is Picado-Pultr admissible, we have C ∈ Θ such that (C \ {p}) ∪ {q} / ∈ C ⊆ (P) ⊇ C X (P), by (8.1). As p \ q = {x}, this implies C x = {p}, showing that Θ is compatible with X.
For Wallman admissibility, however, we do not need T D .
Proposition 9.9. If P ⊆ O(X) then any up-set Θ ⊆ C X (P) that is compatible with X is necessarily Wallman admissible.
Proof. If Θ ⊆ C X (P) is compatible with X then each P x is Θ-round, by Proposition 9.6. Now take p, q ∈ P with p q, so we have x ∈ p \ q. As P x is Θ-round and Θ is an up-set, we have C ∈ Θ with C x = {p}. Thus x / ∈ q ∪ (C \ {p}) so (C \ {p}) ∪ {q} / ∈ C X (P) ⊇ Θ, i.e. Θ is Wallman admissible.
Uniformly Below
The 'uniformly below' relation from [PP12, VIII.2.3] plays an important role when dealing with metric spaces and more general T 3 spaces(=T 1 regular spaces, i.e. where each point has a neighbourhood base of closed sets).
Definition 10.1. The uniformly below relation ⊳ (or ⊳ Θ ) on P is given by
From (5.1), we immediately see that ⊳ is auxiliary to ≤, i.e.
(Auxiliary)
In particular, if ⊳ ⊆ ≤ then we immediately see that ⊳ is transitive. Transitivity also follows immediately when Θ is directed.
Proposition 10.2. If Θ is directed then ⊳ is transitive.
Proof. If p ⊳ q ⊳ r then we have C, D ∈ Θ with Cp ≤ q and Dq ≤ r. As Θ is directed, we have E ∈ Θ with E ≤ C and E ≤ D. Thus Ep ≤ Cp ≤ q and Eq ≤ Dq ≤ r and hence Ep ⊆ Eq ≤ r, i.e. p ⊳ r.
As in [Ern91] , we define the lower preorder on P by
From (Auxiliary), we immediately see that is weaker than ≤, i.e.
We will be particularly interested in Θ for which the converse also holds, i.e. ≤ = .
Proposition 10.3. If Θ is directed and = ≤ then Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P).
Proof. Say Θ is directed and ≤ = and take C ∈ Θ. If p q then we have s ⊳ p with s ⊳ q. Thus we have D ∈ Θ with Ds ≤ p. As Θ is directed, we have E ∈ Θ with E ≤ C and E ≤ D. Thus Es ≤ p but Es ≤ q, as s ⊳ q, i.e. we have e ∈ Es ≤ p with e q. We also have c ∈ C with e ≤ c, as E ≤ C. Thus r = e witnesses (≤-Cover ′ ) so C ∈ C ≤ (P).
When Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P), weak admissibility means ⊳ is weaker than ≤.
Proof. If Θ ≤ is not weakly admissible then we have p, q ∈ P such that p q and {p} is not Θ ≤ -near. This means Pp = ∅ ≤ q so p ⊳ q and hence ⊳ ≤. Conversely, if C ∈ Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P) and p q then, by (≤-Cover ′ ), we have c ∈ C and r ∈ P with p, c ≥ r q. If Θ ≤ is also weakly admissible then {r} is Θ ≤ -near so c ∈ Cp q. As C was arbitrary, this shows p q implies p ⊳ q, i.e. ⊳ ⊆ ≤.
As in [PP12, VIII.2.4], we call Θ admissible if, for all p ∈ P,
In particular, this yields p
In other words,
If Θ is also directed then Proposition 10.3 yields Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P).
Remark 10.5. Together with Proposition 8.2, this shows that the assumption in [PP12, VIII.2.6] that a nearness must consist of covers is actually superfluous. Indeed, while Cp is defined differently in [PP12] as {c ∈ C : c ∧ p = 0}, the proof of Proposition 10.3 still applies to show that, if Θ is directed and admissible, Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P) = {C ⊆ P : C = 1}.
For filters, (Admissible) strengthens (Picado-Pultr Admissible).
Proposition 10.6. If Θ is a admissible filter then Θ is Picado-Pultr admissible.
Proof. As just mentioned above, Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P). As Θ is also an up-set, we immediately see that the ⇒ part of (Picado-Pultr Admissible) holds. Conversely, say p q and hence, by (Admissible), we have some r ⊳ p with r q. So we have C ∈ Θ with Cr ≤ p. By Proposition 10.4, Θ is weakly admissible, which means that no element of C \ Cr shares a non-zero lower bound with r. Letting D = (C \ Cr) ∪ {p} ∈ Θ and E = (D \ {p}) ∪ {q} = (C \ Cr) ∪ {q}, this means that
showing that E / ∈ C ≤ (P), thus verifying the ⇐ part of (Picado-Pultr Admissible).
Under admissibility, covers can always be 'shrunk'.
Proposition 10.7. If Θ is admissible and C ∈ C ≤ (P) then C ⊲ ∈ C ≤ (P).
Proof.
If p q then we have c ∈ C and r ∈ P with p, c ≥ r q. By admissibility, we then have s ⊳ r with s q. By (Auxiliary), s ⊳ c, i.e. s ∈ C ⊲ , and s ≤ p, as ⊳ ⊆ ≤, and hence p, s ≥ s q, as required.
Next we note ⊳-regular subsets (i.e. R ⊆ P with R ⊆ R ⊳ ) are related to Θ-round subsets, at least when they are linked like in [Kun11, Definition III.3.56].
Definition 10.8. We call S ⊆ P linked if {p, q} is Θ ≤ -near, for all p, q ∈ S.
Proposition 10.9. Any ⊳-regular linked R ⊆ P is Θ-round.
Proof. For any r ∈ R, ⊳-regularity yields q ∈ R with q ⊳ r, so we have C ∈ Θ with Cq ≤ r. As R is linked, R ∩ C ⊆ Cq ≤ r, verifying that R is Θ-round.
Theorem 10.10. If Θ is countable, directed and admissible then Θ is faithful.
Proof. Say p q. By (Admissible), we have some r ⊳ p with r q. For any C ∈ Θ ⊆ C ≤ (P) (see (10.1) and Proposition 10.3), (≤-Cover ′ ) yields c ∈ C and p 1 ∈ P with r, c ≥ p 1 q. Applying the same argument to each C ∈ Θ we obtain (p n ) n∈N such that R = n∈N p ≤ n is Θ-Cauchy and p ⊲ p j ⊲ p k q, for all j ≤ k. Thus R ∈ Θ p \ Θ q , by Proposition 10.4 Proposition 10.9, as required.
Note the above proof shows that, even if we restricted to the ⊳-regular elements of Θ, we would still get a faithful representation. One might wonder if all elements of Θ are necessarily ⊳-regular. The following example shows that this need not be the case, even when Θ ⊆ F (P) is countable, directed and admissible.
Example 10.11. Take Y, Z ⊆ N such that Y \ Z, Z \ Y and Y ∩ Z are all infinite. Let X = N ∪ {y, z} be the space with basis
Note X is compact so if we let Θ = C X (P) ∩ F (P) then Θ = {P x : x ∈ X}, by Proposition 3.5. However, as Y ∩Z is infinite, P y ∪P z is linked which means neither P y nor P z are ⊳-regular and
Still, P and hence Θ is countable and also directed and even admissible, as Y \ Z and Z \ Y are infinite.
However, we can avoid this situation by placing some degree of regularity on Θ, as we discuss in the next section.
But before moving on, we consider the following notion from [Wil72] and how it relates to compatibility, regularity and admissibility.
Definition 10.12. We call Θ ⊆ P(P(X)) locally uniform if
Proposition 10.13. If P ⊆ O(X) then Θ ⊆ P(P) is locally uniform and compatible with X iff ( (C * C x )) C∈Θ is a neighbourhood base at each x ∈ X.
Proof. If Θ is compatible with X then, whenever x ∈ O ∈ O(X), we have C ∈ Θ with x ∈ C x ⊆ O. If Θ is also locally uniform then we have
showing that these sets do indeed form a neighbourhood base at X. Conversely, if ( (D * D x )) D∈Θ forms a neighbourhood base at x then so too do the smaller neighbourhoods ( D x ) D∈Θ , so Θ is compatible with X. Moreover, for any C ∈ Θ, C x is a neighbourhood of x so by assumption we have some D ∈ Θ with (D * D x ) ⊆ C x , i.e. Θ is also locally uniform.
Proposition 10.14. If P ⊆ O(X) and Θ is compatible with X and directed then Θ is locally uniform ⇔ ∀x ∈ X (P x is ⊳-regular).
Proof. If X = ∅ then the result is vacuously true. Otherwise C * p = Cp, for all C ⊆ P and p ∈ P, as Θ is compatible with X and directed -see Proposition 5.8 and Proposition 9.6. Also, P is a basis so, whenever x ∈ O ∈ O(X), we have p ∈ P with x ∈ p ⊆ O. If P x is ⊳-regular then we have q, r ∈ P x and C, D ∈ Θ with Cq ≤ p and Dr ≤ q. As Θ is directed, we have E ∈ Θ with E ≤ C and E ≤ D so E x ⊆ Er ≤ Dr ≤ q and hence E * E x ⊆ Eq ≤ Cq ≤ p. This shows that Θ is locally uniform, by Proposition 10.13. Conversely, if Θ is locally uniform and p ∈ P x then, by Proposition 10.13, we have
Proposition 10.15. If P ⊆ O(X), Θ ⊆ P(P) is compatible with the topology of X and P x is ⊳-regular, for each x ∈ X, then Θ is admissible.
Proof. If p q then we have x ∈ X with P x ∈ p \ q. By Proposition 5.2 and Proposition 9.6, for any C ∈ Θ ⊆ C X (P), we have c ∈ C x ⊆ Cp and hence c q, i.e. p ⊳ q. Thus p ⊲ ⊆ p, for all p ∈ P, while the reverse inclusion follows from the fact that each P x is ⊳-regular, i.e. p = p ⊲ = p ⊲ so Θ is admissible.
Star-Regularity
Definition 11.1. We call Θ star-regular if (Star-Regular) ∀p ∈ P ∀C ∈ Θ ∃D ∈ Θ (Dp ⊳ C).
Note that if P has a maximum 1, e.g. if P is a frame, and Θ is weakly admissible then D1 = D or D \ {0} so star-regularity reduces to ⊳-regularity, i.e. Θ ⊆ Θ ⊳ . Indeed, we could just consider ⊳-regularity, but we felt it worth pointing out that star-regularity suffices for the main results. Moreover, star-regularity arises naturally from * -coinitiality, at least for T 3 spaces.
Proposition 11.2. If P is a basis of a T 3 space X then Θ ⊆ C X (P) is * -coinitial ⇒ Θ is star-regular.
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 7.5, (Θ * p) ≤ = (Θp) ≤ = C cl(p) (X) and hence
Thus, as Θ is regular, for any C ∈ C X (P), we have D ∈ C X (P) with D ⊳ C. By * -coinitiality, for any p ∈ P, we have E ∈ Θ with Ep ≤ Dp ⊳ C, as required.
Proposition 11.3. If Θ is star-regular and directed then (Admissible) ⇔ ≤ = .
Proof. The ⇒ part was already observed in (10.1). Conversely, if ≤ = then, as ⊳ is transitive, by Proposition 10.2, we have ⊳ ⊆ = ≤, i.e. p ⊲ ≤ p, for all p ∈ P. So, by the definition of suprema and the ≤ = assumption, we just need to show
So say p ⊲ ≤ q and take r ⊳ p, so we have C ∈ Θ such that Cr ≤ p. As Θ is star-regular, we have D ∈ Θ such that Dr ⊳ C and hence Dr ⊳ Cr ≤ p. By (Auxiliary), Dr ⊳ p and hence Dr ⊆ p ⊲ ≤ q so r ⊳ q. As r was arbitrary, this shows that p q, as required.
Recall that . P = {p ∈ P : {p} is Θ ≤ -near}.
Theorem 11.4. If Θ is star-regular, directed and ⊳ ⊆ ≤ then (11.1) Θ = {R ⊆ . P : R is a Θ-Cauchy ⊳-filter}.
Consequently, if Θ is also countable then Θ is completely metrisable.
Proof. We first claim that, for any R ⊆ P, (11.2) R is linked and Θ-Cauchy ⇒ R ⊳ ∈ Θ.
To see this, first take any s ∈ R ⊳ , so we have r ∈ R with r ⊳ s, which means we have D ∈ Θ with Dr ≤ s. As R and hence R ≤ is linked and ⊳ ⊆ ≤,
showing that R ⊳ is Θ-round. As Θ is directed, Θ = ∅ (actually, (11.2) holds even when Θ = ∅, as this implies ∅ is both the only linked subset and the only point of the spectrum). As R is Θ-Cauchy, R = ∅ so we have r ∈ R. For any C ∈ Θ, the star-regularity of Θ yields D ∈ Θ with Dr ⊳ C. As R is Θ-Cauchy and linked, ∅ = D ∩ R ⊆ Dr ⊳ C and hence R ⊳ ∩ C = ∅, i.e. R ⊳ is Θ-Cauchy. By (Auxiliary), R ⊳ is also ≤-closed so R ⊳ ∈ Θ, thus proving (11.2).
To prove (11.1), note that if R ⊆ P is a ⊳-filter then R is ⊳-regular and ⊳-closed, and hence ≤-closed, by (Auxiliary). Also, R is ⊳-directed and hence directed, as ⊳ ⊆ ≤, so if R ⊆ . P too then R is linked. Thus R is Θ-round, by Proposition 10.9, and if R is also Θ-Cauchy then R ∈ Θ. Conversely, every R ∈ Θ is Θ ≤ -near, by Proposition 5.2, and hence linked and therefore also contained in . P. Thus (11.2) yields R = R ≤ ⊇ R ⊳ ∈ Θ and hence R = R ⊳ , by Proposition 2.9, i.e. R is ⊳-regular and hence a ⊳-filter, again by (Auxiliary) and ⊳ ⊆ ≤, proving (11.1).
So, whenever r ∈ R ∈ Θ, we have s ∈ R with s ⊳ r. This means we have C ∈ Θ with Cs ≤ r and hence, by Proposition 5.2, { Θ c : c ∈ C and Θ c ∩ Θ s = ∅} ⊆ { Θ c : c ∈ Cs} ⊆ Θ r . If Θ is also countable then so is Θ ′ = {{ Θ c : c ∈ C} : C ∈ Θ} and hence these covers of Θ satisfy the required conditions of the Arhangelskii-Stone metrisation theorem (see [CM98] ), i.e. Θ is metrisable. Moreover, every Θ ′ -Cauchy filter in { Θ p : p ∈ . P} must be of the form { Θ r : r ∈ R}, for some linked Θ-Cauchy R, which converges to R ⊳ ∈ Θ, by (11.2). So Θ isČech-complete and hence completely metrisable.
Even if Θ is not (locally) regular, it can often be 'regularised'. First define
Setting Θ 1 = Θ and Θ n+1 = (Θ n ) ′ we define the regularisation of Θ by
By definition, Θ R is ⊳-regular. Also |Θ| = |Θ R |, as long as Θ is infinite.
Theorem 11.5. If Θ is admissible and directed then so is Θ R and Θ R = {R ⊆ .
P : R is a Θ-Cauchy ⊳-filter}.
If Θ is countable then again Θ R is completely metrisable.
Proof. By (Auxiliary), C ≤ D implies C ⊲ ⊆ D ⊲ . As Θ is directed, this implies that Θ ′ and hence Θ R is ⊆-directed and, in particular, directed. By Proposition 10.6, Θ ≤ is Picado-Pultr admissible. By Proposition 10.7, Θ ≤ ⊆ Θ ′≤ ⊆ C ≤ (P) so Θ ′≤ is also Picado-Pultr admissible. In particular, Θ ′≤ is weakly admissible so ⊳ Θ ′ ⊆ ≤, by Proposition 10.4. Also, as Θ, Θ ′ ⊆ C ≤ (P), the only way {0} could be Θ ≤ -near or Θ ′≤ -near is if P = {0}, by Proposition 5.6 and (8.3), in which case Θ = Θ ′ . So .
P is the same with respect to Θ and Θ ′ , and hence the same goes for finite near subsets and hence stars, by Corollary 5.9. Thus, as Θ ≤ ⊆ Θ ′≤ ,
and hence p = p ⊲ Θ ′ , for all p ∈ P, i.e. Θ ′ is admissible. By induction, the same is true of Θ n , for all n ∈ N, and hence of Θ R . In particular, Θ R is admissible. Now say R ⊆ . P is a Θ-Cauchy ⊳-filter. As R is ⊳-regular and Θ-Cauchy, R must be Θ ′ -Cauchy and by induction it follows that R is Θ R -Cauchy. As ⊳ ⊆ ≤, R ⊆ . P is directed and hence linked. Thus R is Θ-round, by Proposition 10.9, and hence Θ R -round, as Θ ⊆ Θ R , so R ∈ Θ R . Conversely, if R ∈ Θ R then R is Θ R -Cauchy and hence Θ-Cauchy, as Θ ⊆ Θ R . As R is Θ R -round, for any r ∈ R, we have C ∈ Θ R with C ∩ R ≤ r. As R is Θ R -Cauchy, we have some s ∈ C ⊲ ∩ R ⊳ C ∩ R ≤ r and hence s ⊳ r, showing that R is ⊳-regular. As Θ R is directed, R is also directed, by Proposition 2.4, and hence a ⊳-filter, by (Auxiliary).
If Θ is countable then so is Θ R . Also, Θ R is ⊳-regular and hence ⊳ Θ R -regular, as Θ ⊆ Θ R so ⊳ ⊆ ⊳ Θ R (as stars are the same relative to Θ and Θ R ). Thus Θ R is completely metrisable, by Theorem 11.4.
Let us call a concrete filter of covers Θ ⊆ C X (P) complete if every Θ-Cauchy ⊳-filter R ⊆ P converges to some x ∈ X, i.e. P x ⊆ R. Then we can state our duality for completely metrisable spaces as follows.
Theorem 11.6.
More precisely, if Θ is a countable admissible filter then Θ can be concretely represented as the basis ( Θ R p ) p∈P of the completely metrisable space Θ R where ≤ becomes ⊆ and Θ becomes the complete locally uniform compatible family of covers ({ Θ R c : c ∈ C}) C∈Θ of Θ R , by Proposition 9.6, Proposition 10.14, Theorem 10.10 and Theorem 11.5. Conversely, if Θ ⊆ C X (P) is a locally uniform compatible filter then Θ is admissible, by Proposition 10.15. If Θ is also complete then by definition (and Theorem 11.5),
showing that Θ R is homeomorphic to the original space X.
